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Alienware Integrates Tobii Eye Tracking
Technology into New Gaming Notebooks
Today, Alienware announced that its powerful new gaming notebooks, the Alienware m15 and
m17, will integrate Tobii’s advanced IS5 eye tracking technology. The announcement
represents the first commercial integration of Tobii’s eye tracking technology within a 15 inch
laptop and builds upon Tobii’s previously announced IS5 eye tracking integration in
Alienware’s flagship Area-51m gaming laptop.
“The new Alienware m15 and m17 represent an important validation of the benefits that Tobii’s eye
tracking technology brings to dedicated gamers,” said Henrik Eskilsson, CEO of Tobii AB. “The
integration of Tobii eye tracking into Alienware’s new m15 and m17 offerings means that our latest
IS5 eye tracking platform is now incorporated across Alienware’s entire family of next-generation
gaming laptops.”
Based on the latest Legend industrial design, the new Alienware m15 and m17 are loaded with
innovations honed to make no compromise on quality, technology, and performance. Alienware’s new
laptops pack an unprecedented array of advanced gaming features into a compact package that, in
some configurations, weighs in at under six pounds.
“The new Alienware m15 and m17 represent some of Alienware’s thinnest and most innovative
laptops ever,” said Joe Olmsted, director of gaming products at Alienware. “We’ve succeeded in
creating a design that incorporates both new and well-loved features, such as Tobii eye tracking, into
a striking and slender package.”
The integration of advanced eye tracking capabilities across the full range of Alienware’s latest
generation of laptops means that gamers can take advantage of all the features and enhanced
experiences made possible by Tobii’s technology. Tobii eye tracking is supported by over 142 games
across a wide variety of genres, is used as a competitive training tool for esports, and is helping
thousands of streamers, content creators, and professional esports broadcasters give viewers a new
way of understanding the content they are watching.
The new Alienware m15 and m17 gaming laptops will be available to order on June 11, 2019. For
more information about Alienware’s new generation of gaming laptops, please visit
www.alienware.com.
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Tobii is the global leader in eye tracking. Our vision is a world where all technology works in harmony
with natural human behavior. Tobii operates through three business units: Tobii Dynavox makes
specially designed computers that are controlled by eye movement or touch screens for use by
people with special needs due to spinal cord injuries, CP, ALS or other medical conditions. Tobii
Pro develops and sells eye-tracking equipment and services used today by more than 3,500
companies and 2,500 research institutions, including all of the world’s 50 highest ranked
universities. Tobii Tech further develops Tobii’s technology for new volume markets, such as
computer games, personal computers, virtual reality, augmented reality and smartphones. Tobii is
headquartered in Sweden and is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (TOBII). The group has about 1,000
employees. For more information: www.tobii.com.
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